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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) consists smart meter, gateway, meter data 

management software. Smart meter and gateway work together to measure energy on the field. 

Then, gateway send the measured smart meter data that can be periodic or instant meter reading 

results, power factor, voltage-current-power information. In addition, gateway sends the 

information to the meter data management system whether there is energy or not by using a 

communication method in the field. If there is an integration between AMI and other distribution 

network systems like Outage Management System (OMS), Customer Relations Management, 

AMI provides measured data to these systems. Supercapacitor (SC) is a new type small energy 

storage device and it can easily use power system to provide the energy certain time in case of 

power failure. The gateway that is part of AMI connects the distribution grid physically on the 

field and provides own energy so when the power failure occurs in distribution grid at same time 

gateway energy will be cut. This means last measured data and last field situation can’t be send 

to the AMI software so all system integration and remote meter operation will halt. This paper 

handles SC usage as a part of AMI system gateway on the field to provide last measured data to 

the AMI software. SC benefits are shown using AMI system with measured data in distribution 

grid. SC model will explain considering gateway design. Gateway with SC and gateway without 

SC situations will compare in terms of AMI and other system integrations. 
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1. Introduction 

With the evolution of communication systems and 

communication infrastructures, the existing Power Grid is 

going through a transformation into the Smart Grid (SG), 

which will provide two method data communication among 

consumers' smart meters (SMs) and the utility company (UC) 

in order to collects sensitive power consumption data with 

the spread of smart data collection techniques and SMs [1-2]. 

Smart Grid applications suggest that proposes a lot of 

changes to the existing power grid to reduce CO2 emissions, 

ensure reliability, and manage power demands. These are 

especially important at the distribution level of the network 

where smarter applications are needed. As a result, several 

new applications have been made at this situation [3-4]. The 

advanced measurement infrastructure (AMI) is one of those 

applications that allows applications to measure, analyse and 

collect consumption data of energy, thereby adjusting power 

demands and prices accordingly [5-6].  

AMI network, radio frequency (RF) technologies and power 

line communication (PLC) can be set up separately or 

together [6]. RF solutions - compared to PLC and other 

systems, require much less wiring work, thus reducing 

infrastructure, maintenance and deployment costs. Given that 

an AMI occurs of hundreds of Smart Meters, to broaden the 

range of an AMI solution, data transmitting elements can also 

be placed on poles or roofs [7]. 
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Another important part of the AMI system is SC. SCs 

basically consist of a large number of superficial electrodes 

and a separating surface on an electrochemical double layer 

structure in which electrical energy is stored. The separating 

surface physically prevents contact between the electrodes, 

but allows ion exchange. Superficial electrodes in the 

structure of SC are nano-sized and increase the surface area 

and consequently the capacity value to very high values. SCs 

are widely used in many small systems. Failure of the 

batteries to respond quickly to fast changing loads causes the 

SCs to become relatively more important [8]. 

Moreover, rechargeable batteries generally have a life span 

of several thousand cycles due to the chemical reactions 

inside, while SCs have a very high life of up to one million 

cycles. One of the most important advantages of the SCs is 

that its work is virtually unaffected by temperature changes. 

SCs can work successfully even at temperatures of -40 °C, 

one of the worst operating conditions for batteries [9-11]. 

With AMI systems, the SC is located inside the gateway unit. 

Today, smart energy meters can record data collections, 

analyse storage, power outage or turn on instantaneously, but 

cannot actively report energy outage if power is completely 

off. The most important reason for this situation is that the 

gateway is working only when there is energy in the system 

so that it cannot continue reporting even when there is no 

energy. Therefore, there was a need for a SC capable of 

reporting and supplying energy within a certain period of 

time after cutting, even without energy. If real-time 

disconnection information of the line can be delivered to the 

main center within this period, interruption of energy can be 

interrupted in time and user satisfaction can be provided. It is 

very important that smart meters can make real-time and 

active reporting in case of power outage.  

If the real time active reporting of power outage even is 

realized, timeliness of the residential power maintenance will 

be greatly improved, and the user satisfaction will be 

improved [12]. 

J. Gao worked on fully optimizing network architectures and 

communication technologies, including control on smart grid 

and AMI systems [13]. Alizadeh; examined the effect of 

optimization of production distribution in smart grid systems 

by applying the load statistical model [14]. 

2. SC Charging Circuit 

As a capacitive element, the SC does not have discharge / 

charge memory that allow discharging and charging a lot of 

cycles without any impact over storage capacity. In addition, 

with equivalent series resistance (ESR), these elements can 

be discharged and charged at much higher rates than the best 

battery technologies. The absence of any current limiting 

mechanisms and low ESR poses a problem for the system 

integrator standard battery charging systems often do not 

work well with SC due to these components are seen as a 

virtual short circuit to the charging system. In order to 

overcome this situation, a power supply (DC) must be 

selected that will short circuit [15-17]. 

Also, passive charging network’s RC time constant is often 

very long. Therefore, it is insufficient to charge SC with 

linear regulator. There are many ways to charge a SC as 

constant power and current charging and AC charging. In this 

case, constant current charging is usually preferred because 

this is the simplest method of charging of the excess SC. This 

was accomplished in two ways - diode rectifier and then 

return a simple converter as shown in Fig. 1 [18]. 

Diode bridge rectifier is applied with a rectifier. 220 V AC 

wave was applied to the input of the rectifier and DC voltage 

was obtained between 95 and 100 V according to the 

numerical values of the circuit elements at the output. The 

flyback converter’s input is this voltage. The converter is 

controlled using a microprocessor. The sensing current 

resistor controls the current charging of the SC, and the 

voltage limit is adjust to the maximum level. The SC supplies 

energy to the system for a certain period of time at the time 

of power outage, periodically, until the energy over it ends 

[19-20]. 
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Fig. 1. SC charging circuit 

3. Using SC with Smart Metering 

3.1. AMI system design with SC 

The remote smart meter reading architecture of the 

application field is shown in Fig. 2. Smart meter, gateway, 

communication method and software, required in an AMI 

system are shown in the Fig. 2. 

In the application field where the data obtained, there is a 

structure where the smart meter and gateway are physically 

separate. 

The connection between the gateway and the smart meter is 

provided through the RS 485 communication port. With this 

connection of gateway and meter, smart meter configuration 

is completed. In some smart meter designs, it is also possible 

to see designs where the smart meter and the gateway are 

physically one piece together, which do not require an 

external RS 485 port connection. This communication 
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method is positioned as a communication section on the 

gateway, and the data obtained from the meter is transferred 

to the main center software with this communication method. 

These data is processed in the main center software and then 

transferred to the end user interface to use in the operation. 

The SC positioned inside the gateway. If there is no outage 

in the distribution grid, SC charges itself provides energy, 

otherwise when a power outage occurs in the distribution 

grid, this time SC will provide energy to the gateway 

processor in order to capture power outage information in the 

distribution grid and send it to the AMI software. Since, SC 

energy supply time will change according to the size of the 

meter data to be sent and the frequency of transmission, the 

data to be sent from the field to the software should be 

regulated when the SC is activated. This regulation should be 

done on gateway software. Critical data such as no energy 

distribution grid information should be sent. Otherwise, it is 

possible to face the insufficiency of the energy stored by the 

SC for high volume and frequent data transmission. The 

figure above shows the difference between the meter reading 

of the field where the application is performed and the meter 

reading results obtained by the activation of the SC.
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Fig. 2. AMI system design principle 

3.2. Smart metering equipment working diagram 

The design mainly focuses on solutions of the processing 

method and check of the smart meter and gateway for the 

power outage event. Smart metering equipment (meter and 

gateway) working flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Smart meter and gateway working flow chart 

The system sustains normal operation if there is no power 

outage event. If the power is off, two different situations are 

encountered. Firstly, there is power in the smart meter. 

However, the gateway has no power. Secondly, both the 

smart meter and the gateway have no energy. In the first case, 

only a gateway-related fault occurred regardless of the 

system and the gateway should be checked. In the second 

case, the power of the all system was cut off due to any fault 

and SC will now be activated to send the power outage 

information to the AMI software. 

3.3. Comparison of supercapacitor readings with other 

AMI meter readings 

First of all this table was produced from Yeşilırmak 

Distribution Company real AMI system that is used 

distribution operation with SC. The situation of SCs 

according to other AMI smart meter readings is shown in 

Table 1. 

Here, with the use of SC, sending only the power outage 

information with a smaller data, size compared to reading 

short and long data provided an optimum solution for user 

satisfaction. If larger data packets such as short and long read 

were sent on the SC, the energy stored by the SC would not 

transfer the data pack correctly, due to lack of the energy 
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stored. When the meter and gateway provide input energy 

from distribution grid as normally, SC will only charge own 

self to feed the gateway during the electricity power outage. 

In normal operation condition, short read out and long read 

out will be sent to by gateway which provides input power 

from electricity grid. 

 SC Read-Out 
Short Read-Out 

(without SC) 

Long Read-Out 

(without SC) 

Reading 

Interval 

Smart Meter 
and Gateway 

have no power 

30 minutes 12 hours 

Meter 

Reading 

Size 

75 byte 1398 byte 7729 byte 

Reading 

Parameters 

Power On-Off 

İnformation 

Basic Meter 
Parameters ( 

Register 

Values,Active, 
Reactive, 

Apparent Power, 

Cosφ etc.) 

All Meter 

Parameters 
(Harmonic, 

Frequences, 

Magnetic effect 
etc.) 

4. The Effect of AMI Including SC to the OMS 

Real time power outage times that occurred in any fault 

situation are shown in the tables. The tables was produced 

from the Outage Management System of Yeşilırmak 

Electricity Distribution Company and consist of real-time 

data from the field in Samsun, November 2019.  

The fault of outage notification 1 with the code 401559673 

occurred in the line named “Esat Çiftliği Köşk OG Fider” in 

Samsun Salıpazarı district. The fault of outage notification 2 

with the code 401559735 occurred in the line named 

“Çayağzı Kök (Eski) OG Fider” in Samsun Bafra district. 

The fault of outage notification 3 with the code 401561500 

occurred in the line named “Şeyhli Kök OG Fider” in Samsun 

Ladik district.  

As can be seen from the tables, the first fault was resolved 6 

hours 11 minutes after the power outage, second fault was 

resolved 58 minutes after the power outage, third fault was 

resolved 3 hours 50 minutes after the power outage. While 

SC was passive or SC was not included to the AMI system, 

during this process, the fault could only be detected either by 

the customer calling and notifying the call center of the 

distribution company or by noticing the fault team on site. 

For this reason, there were great delays in the detection of the 

fault. 

Yeşilırmak Distribution Company AMI system uses 

GPRS/EDGE/3G communication way to provide the 

communication between gateway and central software. In the 

event of a fault situation, while the smart meter and gateway 

are not energized, the SC transmits the power outage and the 

last state information to the AMI end user software or OMS 

thanks to integration between AMI system and OMS, at the 

first moment when the power is gone without waiting for any 

customer to call the company’s call center. Thus, an 

opportunity occurred to send the field teams directly to that 

area in order to solve power outage earlier in distribution 

grid. When we handle first outage notification, The fault 

occurred at 04:49:43 but the customer called the company’s 

call center at 08:28:19. Thanks to SC, at 04:49:43, the power 

outage information was notified to the center at that moment 

and operator chief catch a chance to send the field teams 3 

hours and 39 minutes earlier to the fault area. If the customer 

was expected to call the company’s call center, the failure 

situation that the operator's supervisor saw on the system at 

04:49:43 was only noticed by the phone call at 08:28:19 and 

the teams were directed to the fault zone with a delay of 3 

hours 39 minutes. Also, when looking at the real-time table, 

SC transmitted the information of power outage to the center 

again at 10:27:45. 

When we handle second outage notification, the fault 

occurred at 08:25:17 but the customer called the company’s 

call center at 09:10:49. Thanks to SC, at 08:25:17, the power 

outage information was notified to the center at that moment 

and operator chief get a chance to send the field teams 45 

minutes earlier to the fault area. 

.

Table 2. 401559673 Coded first outage 
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Table 3. 401559735 Coded second outage notification 

 

Table 4. 401561500 Coded third outage notification 

 

 
Fig. 4. Power outage and early detection time comparison 
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When we handle third outage notification, the fault occurred 

at 12:50:52 but the customer called the company’s call center 

at 12:58:27. Thanks to SC, at 12:50:52, the power outage 

information was notified to the center at that moment and 

operator chief catch a chance to send the field teams 58 

minutes earlier to the fault area. 

The data obtained from these three tables are shown in the 

Fig. 4. As can be seen from the Fig. 4. the response time to 

the faults, detected by the SC is almost half the response time 

determined by adhering to the customer notification 

5. Conclusions 

AMI system that includes SC was analyzed with this 

research. Gateway design has been introduced to use SC for 

smart metering. SC should send minimum data only 

including outage information due to its very small energy 

storage design for AMI. It is possible that to design SC which 

has big energy storage capability but this situation will not be 

feasible because of gateway cost and physical dimension will 

be higher. Gateway designs must include SC to manage 

distribution area efficiency. SC must send the outage 

information AMI software after ensure that both the gateway 

and the smart meter have no energy at the same time on the 

field. Otherwise, outage management may not be performed 

properly due to incorrect information. System integration 

should be established between distribution companies AMI 

and OMS. Because AMI system that is in distribution 

transformer low voltage distribution board has capability to 

detect outage of related distribution transformer. Thanks to 

this integration OMS can obtain this outage information from 

AMI system. Thus, OMS have capability to detect outage 

earlier even as soon as the fault occurs, if there isn’t any 

communication problem between gateway, AMI software 

and OMS. This system discussed in the article is of great 

importance for both our daily life and the continuity of 

energy distribution companies. If the energy interruption 

information is detected early, the intervention in the system 

will be earlier. For this reason, both the customer is not de-

energized and the energy distribution company does not 

exceed the yearly energy outage quota and does not pay the 

Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources. In conclusion, 

distribution companies can reduce outage time and 

consumers that effected the outages, so customers pleasure 

will provide and distributed energy will not decrease. 
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